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ABSTRACT

Identifying the most relevant text information from online texts has become a standard task now that data is easily accessible. Consequently, summary generation has gained significant importance by reducing the amount of text a person has to read to get meaningful information from the text. The underlying field for this process is Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP enables algorithms to understand and rewrite a text based on the original information. In this proposal, I will explore how a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) can create a new approach for visualizing the critical aspects of a text. Instead of generating a shorter text, the output will be a version with the essential elements highlighted.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The definition of summary generation I will use in this paper resembles the definition stated by H. Li. He refers to summary as a condensation of the main ideas in an article and defines it as a text reduced to its main points [8]. The massive number of digital texts on a single topic increases the difficulty of identifying relevant information. "Summarization is important in some context to help people understand facts or to gain knowledge" [16]. Summary generation utilizes ML, statistical analysis, and NLP strategies [11]. In this paper, I will explore how using tools for summary generation along with a CNN allow the creation of new output. The work was inspired by Yadav et al. (2018) [7] and is guided by the research question, Is a CNN effective to generate a highlighted document version for users that identifies the most relevant parts of the text that convey the document’s meaning?

The idea that key portions of a document can be highlighted instead of summarizing has been present for quite some time. Among the motivations to do so, researchers argue that highlights appear within their context (unlike a summary), and the impact of "bad" highlights is of much lower consequence than "bad" summaries [18]. The importance of the proposed software is that it highlights the most relevant sentences in a text. The software would allow the user to identify the fundamental ideas of a text using the author’s words. Moreover, this approach avoids the process of sentence generation or reconstruction to generate a summary that is used in some of the work surveyed for this review. This approach uses the same methods of summary generation though a CNN of Yadav et al. and combines it with Spala et al. methods to highlight specific parts of the text. Currently, most methods for summary generation extract relevant sentences or words and categorize them based on statistical analysis, and finally reach the point of summary reconstruction. In addition, every relevant sentence is glued together using punctuation marks and connectors to build a coherent summary.

When presented with a summary, the user is faced with a choice: either rely on the summary or take the long approach and skim through the full text. As a solution, this study aims to address that limitation by successfully identifying the general ideas of a text and using them to generate a highlighted version of the text that spotlights the key points. The user can now identify the same information as in the generated summary but relying on the veracity of the words written by the author. The models will be evaluated using the accuracy Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) scores as a measurement for relevance of text as suggested by the work by Baldwin et. al [1].

The remainder of this paper is organized into six sections. Section 2 provides a brief overview of the related work. Section 3 describes the design of the project. Section 4 outlines the evaluation methods. Section 5 shows the results and Section 6 contains the conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

This section introduces existing research on two widely-used methods for text summarization and similar work that also highlights significant aspects of a text. The summarization methods explored are the statistical approach and the convolutional neural networks (CNN). The work surveyed for this proposal generates a new summarized piece of text using one of those two methods, but very few generate a highlighted version. The generation of that document will be the objective in my senior capstone project.

There are different types of summaries. According to Berger and Mittal [2], summarization is a field divided into two different ways of generating the desired extraction of information: Generic summaries and query-relevant summaries. This project will focus on the former type of summary. Generic summaries allow understanding of information without considering what specific pieces the reader might be hoping to extract from the article. In other words, it is much like "the abstract in a paper, designed to distill salient points" [2]. The outcome of such analysis is a new text that semantically joins relevant aspects into a new text. This kind of summary allows users to understand the main points of the text independent of any query.

In this paper, I will use generic summaries, but there is a direct contrast that generates a summary based on the user’s query. "User Focused Abstracts, i.e., abstracts relating information in the document to a particular user interest" [10]. The summary reflects the importance of individual pieces of the text that match the text query...
made by the user. Basically, it spotlights the most important aspects of the text based on what the user is looking for.

This section will briefly explore related work that attempted to highlight the most important aspects of a text. Then, I explore the utilization of a NN and how efficient it is to generate summaries based on sentences from the text in a categorized way. Finally, statistical analysis has a broad range of operations to achieve a hierarchy of either words or sentences in the text. When the latter approach is implemented correctly, it has a similar and, in some cases, higher accuracy than using a NN.

2.1 Highlighting Text

Spala et al. implemented a survey study that presented two different sets of human candidates with the same text version. One group was shown an unannotated text, and annotators were asked "to highlight sentences that would make document comprehension easier and faster for another naive reader" [17]. The second group was presented with two already highlighted document versions. Participants had to vote on every highlight displayed on the document. Once they reached the document's end, they had to rate the two versions of the highlights. Spala et al. used the interaction of human users to come up with a correct highlighted version of documents. Spala et al. is an excellent example of how a highlighted version of a document is possible but has yet to be fully automatized.

In a second approach, Turney tested different benefits of extracting keyphrases from documents, among them the benefit of having a highlighted version of the text [19]. P. Turney treated a document as a set of phrases, which a learning algorithm learns to classify as positive or negative examples of key phrases. Turney's first set of experiments applied the C4.5 decision tree induction algorithm and the second set of experiments applied a GenEx algorithm specifically for this task. Highlighting was included by a direct comparison between the GenEx algorithm and Verity's Search 97 text retrieval system [5]. Verity's Search 97 produces a summary with highlighted key phrases embedded in the sentences. Turney utilized a search-based optimization technique based on Genetics and Natural Selection principles. This lies outside of all the other summarization techniques surveyed in this proposal; the aim of P. Turney was not specifically to produce readable documents for the user but to test the importance of key phrases.

2.2 Statistical Approaches

Statistical approaches summarize a document using statistical features of the sentence, such as title, the location and, term frequency, assigning weights to keywords (keywords are words of the title in the text) and then calculating the score of the sentence. Finally, the software selects the highest-scoring words and adds them to the summary [3].

Baldwin and Morton categorized the sentences using co-reference chains, pieces of text with any common sub-sequence of words from the query. After categorizing sentences based on resemblance with co-reference chains, those with the highest probability were organized in ascending order and added to the final summary. The following query showcases the possible sentence selected from a text using their algorithm:

Query: What evidence is there of paramilitary activity in the U.S.?

Summary: Last month, the extremists used rocket-propelled grenades for the first time in three attacks on police and paramilitary units.

Munot and Govilkar performed a comparative study using other statistical approaches [11]. In the study they show how 'abstractive text summarization method generates a sentence from a semantic representation and then use natural language generation techniques to create a summary that is closer to what a human might generate. Such a summary might contain words not explicitly present in the original.' Their software identifies items from the original text and then produces a new document using fewer words.

Software that uses NLP techniques has a very effective rate of summary (the appropriateness of the sentences it produces as output). In both articles mentioned above, the testing showed more than 90 percent accuracy with human generated summaries. Each sentence in the text is compared with the reference summary and measures the overlapping percentage of words between them. In terms of the implementation of such software, both articles classified sentences and used mathematical analysis to break down the measured categories.

2.3 Neural Networks

'An artificial neural network consists of an input layer of neurons (or nodes, units), hidden layers of neurons, and a final layer of output neurons' [20]. In summary generation, the input is a pre-processed version of the text that can be given to a neural network. An NN is a powerful pattern classification tool. Pattern classification is important to summary generation, as the association of related words allows the reduction in length of a text [13].

Kaiakkhah et al. [7] by creating different features and then manipulating the hidden layers to output a summarized version of the text. The point of uniqueness of this research lies in turning sentences into vectors. Each sentence was evaluated using seven different criteria. Each criterion became the input of the NN, meaning that the information had already normalized to some extent. Kaiakkhah et al. first used already categorized summaries to train the NN. The hidden layer calculations allowed the NN to decide which feature had the most impact on the summarization process.
by pruning. Every feature that contains the highest resemblance to
the query is gathered together for the last stage of the process, the
document reconstruction.

A second relevant example of using a NN to produce a summary
was proposed by Sinha et al. [15] implemented a successful Neural
Network (NN) model that generated very accurate summaries of
online texts with an output accuracy of 95 percent compared to
human-written summaries. The main point of their approach is to
optimize news articles. News articles encapsulate the topic in the
title, but usually the story’s context requires more than just the
title to be understood. The NN requires a numerical representation
of the input to perform calculations. Sinha et al. used a vector
representation of words. They fed the sentences as input to the
word2vec [4] model that provides vector representation for words
of the English language. Once the calculations are done, there is a
final activation function in the output layer. This allows the NN to
gather sentences with the highest measure of belief to be included
in the summary. In other words, the highest numbers are added to
the summary. Finally, after extracting the relevant points, Sinha et
al. used ROUGE scores as the evaluation method to test for accuracy.
This technique compares a human-generated text summary with
the output summary of the NN using n-grams. The summaries
had an average accuracy score of 95 percent compared to human-
performed summaries. A second test is related to the length of the
summary. Finally, after extracting the relevant points, Sinha et
al. used the TREC Collection in a NN approach [12]. In their paper
they performed two series of experiments, first implementing a
Neural Network and second implementing statistical grouping of
words. For both cases they used the same source of data from the
TREC project, testing their approaches using material from the
Wall Street Journal [9]. Later in the paper they go into detail about
other possible sources of information they plan to use to further
test their proposed approaches, one of them being magazines about
computers.

This research used the disks four and five as training data. The
collections contain documents that include material from the Finan-
cial Times Limited, the Congressional Record of the 103rd Congress,
the Federal Register, and the Los Angeles Times. The first set of
training documents came from the Los Angeles Times.

3.1 Research Data
TREC (Text Research Collection Volume) [6] has been used across
several papers that deal with text summaries. TREC is an effort
to advance the state of the art in effective document detection
(information retrieval) and data extraction from large, real-world
data collections. The content is divided between five different disks.
TREC is a test collection used for information retrieval research.
It includes material from various sources such as the Wall Street
Journal, AP Newswire, Federal Register, San Jose Mercury News, U.S.
Patents, and computer-related articles. The collection is divided into
several disks based on the source and year of the material. Neto et
al. used the TREC Collection in a NN approach [12]. In their paper
they performed two series of experiments, first implementing a
Neural Network and second implementing statistical grouping of
words. For both cases they used the same source of data from the
TREC project, testing their approaches using material from the
Wall Street Journal [9]. Later in the paper they go into detail about
other possible sources of information they plan to use to further
test their proposed approaches, one of them being magazines about
computers.

This research used the disks four and five as training data. The
collections contain documents that include material from the Finan-
cial Times Limited, the Congressional Record of the 103rd Congress,
the Federal Register, and the Los Angeles Times. The first set of
training documents came from the Los Angeles Times.

3.2 Pre-Processing
Before implementing any model to tokenize the text, it is essential
to preprocess a document before using it in any NLP task because
it helps to transform the raw, unstructured text into a structured
format that NLP algorithms can quickly analyze. Preprocessing
involves various steps such as tokenization and stop word removal,
which helps reduce the data’s size and eliminate noise and irrele-
vant information. These steps improve the data quality and ensure
that the NLP algorithms can focus on the relevant information,
enhancing their accuracy and efficiency.

In this case, the documents contained in each paper were crowded
with different syntax notations as HTML code or side notes that
would decrease the learning process of any NLP process. I started
by using a simple Python script and removing any lines that began
with “<” “.” This would remove every HTML reference and rewrite
a new document with only essential information. Furthermore, I
used the Gensim library to tackle the rest of the data preprocessing.
Gensim is an open-source Python library for natural language
processing (NLP) tasks. It provides a set of algorithms and tools for
tasks such as topic modeling, similarity detection, and text sum-
morization. Gensim is designed to handle large-scale, sparse, and
unstructured text data and provides efficient algorithms for model-
ing and processing text data. Gensim is widely used in academic

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This project focuses on generating a highlighted version of a docu-
ment based on the most relevant ideas contained. The main point
would be the generation of a new output that could potentially be
useful for the average user. Moreover, this study focuses on extrac-
tion of sentences from the text instead of any further analysis that
could match the words in a query with the expected output. In this
section, I will discuss the data set used in my research, the model to
implement, and finally, the evaluation techniques for the capstone
project.

Figure 1: Neural Network
and industrial research for various NLP tasks such as sentiment analysis, document clustering, and information retrieval [14].

The function used was `simple_preprocess()` it takes a document (a string of text) as input and returns a list of tokens, where each token is a processed word from the original text. The resulting tokens can then be used for further NLP tasks such as topic modeling, sentiment analysis, and more. The analysis is done by the cosine similarity equation:

$$\cos \theta = \frac{x \cdot y}{\|x\| \|y\|}$$

### 3.3 Summarization Model

This section will detail a step-by-step guide to produce a reliable model that outputs an extractive summary. Extractive summarization is essential, selecting important or representative sentences from a text and assembling them into a shorter form. It involves identifying the most relevant information and preserving the meaning and tone of the original text.

#### 3.3.1 Word2vec

Word2vec is a technique for creating word embeddings and vector representations of words in a high-dimensional space. The method uses a neural network to generate these embeddings by training on a large corpus of text data to predict the likelihood of a given word occurring in the context of other words in the same sentence. The resulting word embeddings help capture the semantic relationships between words in the text.

After the preprocessing stage, the documents are ready to generate the first model using the gensim library. At the start of the training phase, I created two matrices – an Embedding matrix and a Context matrix. These two matrices have an embedding for each word in the vocabulary. Subsequently, the similarity is created by taking the dot product of the input embedding with each of the context embeddings. Then, the Sigmoid function fits those values between 0 and 1, or in other words, generates the probability value:

$$f(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}$$

Finally, we create the function to train a model with the predefined epochs. The embeddings continue to be improved while we cycle through our entire dataset for some epochs. The output is a model where all the words are tokenized and ready for further analysis.

#### 3.3.2 Features model

This process will replicate the methods used by Kaiaikhah et al.[7] by implementing different features and manipulating the hidden layers to output hierarchized sentences of the text in question. There will be an implementation of four features that encapsulate different criteria in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature 1</td>
<td>Title words in text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature 2</td>
<td>Name entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature 3</td>
<td>Number of Cue Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature 4</td>
<td>topic sentences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.3 Feature 1. is designed to extract the words that match the tittle. First, it imports necessary libraries such as os, glob, gensim, keras, and numpy. Then define the gettitles function that reads all files in a specified directory, extracts the headlines, and returns a list of preprocessed and pruned titles. The preprocessfilecontent function is used to clean up the file content by removing headlines and returning the processed content.

The matchtitles function takes a directory path and a list of titles as input, tokenizes the titles, and iterates through the files to create a dictionary (filetensor) with keys as “title0”, “title1”, and so on. For each line in the preprocessed content, the function checks if any word from the current title appears in the line. If yes, it creates a feature array where each element represents the presence of a word from the tokenizer’s word index in the line, and appends this array to the corresponding key in filetensor. The function then increments the title index if any word from the next title appears in the line.

Finally, the code creates a titlewordfeatures array by concatenating feature arrays for all articles. This array can be used as an input for a neural network to analyze or classify the articles based on the presence of words from the headlines in their content.

3.3.4 Feature 2. is designed to extract named entities and sentences containing named entities from a collection of text files. It begins by importing the necessary libraries, such as glob, os, re, spacy, numpy, defaultdict, preprocessstring, and Dictionary. The spacy library is loaded with the encorewebsmodel to process text. To accomplish this, I defined three functions: removehtmltags, which takes a text input and removes any HTML tags using regular expressions. preprocess, this function preprocesses text using the preprocessstring function from the gensim library. And extractinfofromfile that takes a file path, reads the file line by line, and extracts named entities and sentences containing named entities. It uses the spacy library to identify named entities and excludes entities labeled as ‘CARDINAL’. It then preprocesses the sentences, creates a dictionary of unique words, and converts the preprocessed sentences to a bag-of-words representation. Finally, it converts the bag-of-words sentences to a list of word frequencies and stores the results in a dictionary with the document ID as the key. The main function, extractinfofromdirectory, takes a directory path as input and iterates through all files in the directory with the specified pattern. It calls the extractinfofromfile function for each file and appends the resulting word frequency lists to a master list (results). After processing all the files, the list of lists is converted to a numpy array with dtype object. This numpy array, named namedentityfeatures, can be used for further analysis or as input for machine learning models.

3.3.5 Feature 3. The main objective is to process a collection of text files, identify the presence of specific cue words in each sentence, and tokenize the sentences. First, the code imports necessary libraries such as os, glob, gensim, re, Tokenizer, and padsequences. A list of cue words is defined, which consists of common transition words and phrases. The path to the data directory is set using the os.path.expanduser function. A Tokenizer object is instantiated for later use.

Two functions are defined in the code:

preprocessfilecontent: This function processes the file content, extracting headlines and appending a unique article identifier before each headline.
macthcuewords: This function takes the path to the files and the list of cue words as input. For each file in the specified path, the function tokenizes sentences and checks for the presence of cue words. It then creates a dictionary, filetensor, with keys representing individual articles and values containing tokenized sentences and their corresponding cue word features. The sentences are padded using the padsequences function to ensure all sentences have the same length. The code concludes by returning the filetensor dictionary and the maximum sentence length.

3.3.6 Feature 4. The goal is to extract topic sentences from a collection of text files and tokenize them. First, the required libraries are imported, including PlaintextParser, Tokenizer, LexRankSummarizer, and simplepreprocess. The path to the data directory is set using the os.path.expanduser function.

Two functions are defined in the code:

gettopicsentences: This function takes the path to the files as input, iterates through each file, and extracts articles from the content. It then uses the LexRank algorithm from the sumy library to extract topic sentences from each paragraph of every article. The extracted topic sentences are stored in a dictionary with keys representing the article number and values containing the list of topic sentences.
tokenizetopicsentences: This function takes the topic sentences as input and tokenizes them using the gensim library’s simplepreprocess function. The tokenized sentences are stored in a dictionary with keys representing the article number and values containing the list of tokenized topic sentences. After defining these functions, the code calls gettopicsentences to extract topic sentences from the articles and stores them in the topicsentences dictionary. Next, the tokenizetopicsentences function is called to tokenize the extracted topic sentences, which are then stored in the tokenizedtopicsentences dictionary. Finally, the tokenized topic sentences are converted to a list of lists named topicsentencecellist for further analysis or use as input for machine learning models.

3.3.7 Highlighted Version. Finally, I used the selected sentences and words from the summary to highlight the Python document. For this, I implemented the termcolor library, a Python library for formatting text output in a terminal or console window. The first step was to open the input document and read its content into a string variable. Next, I added the summarized sentences to highlight in the document. Then, I processed the text to find the locations of these words in the document. Once the positions of the words had been identified, I used the termcolor library or any other text formatting library in Python to highlight the words in the document. Finally, I wrote the highlighted text into a new file, to overwrite the original file with the highlighted version.

4 EVALUATION
A significant portion of the NN-based summaries’ testing is associated with the accuracy of a generated summary, which is often evaluated by comparing it to already annotated versions of documents and by extracting relevant items. For instance, Kaisikah [15] employed 25 different news articles, which were independently summarized by a human reader and all three modified networks.
The average accuracy of the discretized real-values into intervals neural network was 96 percent.

To examine the evaluation process more thoroughly, we incorporated OpenAI’s state-of-the-art language model as an additional input for comparing the rest of our neural network. We used the widely accepted ROUGE scores to measure the performance of our model, thus avoiding human involvement. ROUGE stands for Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation, and it includes measures that automatically determine the quality of a summary by comparing it to other (ideal) summaries created by humans. These measures count the number of overlapping units, such as n-grams, word sequences, and word pairs, between the computer-generated summary being evaluated and the ideal summaries crafted by humans [9]. By leveraging OpenAI’s model and ROUGE scores based on n-grams, we conducted a comprehensive assessment of our neural network’s performance in generating accurate summaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROUGE Metric</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROUGE-1</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUGE-2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUGE-L</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table presents the ROUGE scores for a neural network-generated summary compared to OpenAI-generated summaries. The scores are broken down into Precision, Recall, and F1 Score for each of the three ROUGE metrics (ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L).

(1) ROUGE-1: This score measures the overlap of individual words (unigrams) between the summaries. The precision is 0.60, meaning that 60 percent of the words in the neural network-generated summary also appear in the OpenAI-generated summaries. The recall is 0.53, indicating that 53 percent of the words in the OpenAI-generated summaries are present in the neural network-generated summary. The F1 Score, which balances both precision and recall, is 0.58, suggesting a moderate level of word overlap between the summaries.

(2) ROUGE-2: This score measures the overlap of bigrams (two consecutive words) between the summaries. The precision is 0.25, and the recall is 0.29, both lower than the ROUGE-1 scores. This indicates that the neural network-generated summary has a lower level of coherence and structural similarity to the OpenAI-generated summaries. The F1 Score for ROUGE-2 is 0.27, confirming the lower overlap in terms of bigrams.

(3) ROUGE-L: This score, based on the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS), measures the overall similarity between the summaries while allowing for flexibility in word order. The precision is 0.83, and the recall is 0.72, both relatively high values, suggesting that the neural network-generated summary and the OpenAI-generated summaries share a substantial amount of information, despite potential differences in phrasing or word order. The F1 score for ROUGE-L is 0.79, indicating a good level of similarity between the summaries.

In summary, the ROUGE scores suggest that the neural network-generated summary shares a moderate level of word overlap (ROUGE-1) and a good level of overall similarity (ROUGE-L) with the OpenAI-generated summaries. However, the lower ROUGE-2 scores indicate that there may be differences in coherence and structure between the summaries, which makes sense based on the fact that the Neural Network is extracting textual information from the text, without considering cohesion.

5 RESULTS

In this section we will explore the results for each of the individual features and the result overall of the text.

By CARLOS V. LOZANO, TIMES STAFF WRITER

A 14-year-old Riverside boy was arrested early Sunday after leading police on a 125-mile, high-speed chase in a stolen car before finally running out of gas north of the Santa Clarita Valley, authorities said.

The youth’s 16-year-old girlfriend, a passenger, also was taken into custody following the chase, which began about 1:45 a.m. in Riverside, said Sgt. Mark Lunn of the California Highway Patrol.

Riverside police attempted to stop the 1997 blue Mazda 323 after spotting the stolen vehicle at Washington Street and Overlook Parkway, Lunn said. But the car sped away, heading north on Washington Street, Lunn said.

The pursuit continued to the westbound Riverside Freeway, where the California Highway Patrol took over the chase, which proceeded north on the Santa Ana Freeway at speeds of up to 110 m.p.h.

The chase continued through the San Fernando Valley and into the Santa Clarita Valley, where the couple left the freeway and headed west on Templin Highway, then north on The Old Road before running out of gas about 3 a.m., Lunn said.

The two were arrested on suspicion of grand theft auto, possessing stolen property, evading arrest, being a minor in possession of alcohol and for not wearing seat belts, Lunn said. The boy also was arrested on suspicion of being an unlicensed driver, Lunn said.

Figure 3: Title Words

“I don’t think I was flying down the field as fast as Bo Jackson would,” Bell said. “but I was getting down the field. I knew he was back there, because I’d seen him when I took off. He wanted a lot of time trying to strip me of the ball, rather than trip me up.”

Jenkins did strip the ball, but Bell was able grab the ball with his other hand before going down.

Bell ran three yards on first down and then scored the game-clincher from seven yards out with 2:14 left, putting the Rams up, 21-7.

He couldn’t top last week’s 210 yard performance against New England, but this wasn’t the Patriots’ defense, either: Bell finished with 124 yards in 25 carries, which was plenty good enough for Robison.

“Geng Bell had an outstanding game,” Robinson said. “That was a slippery, wet, treacherous set of circumstances.”

Bell said the Eagles, a gambling defense by nature, gambled one time too many on his long run. He said it was only a matter of time before a big play popped.

Figure 4: Topic Sentence
6 CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates the potential of utilizing a neural network-based approach to generate summaries from text documents. By implementing and combining various features, including title words, named entities, cue words, and topic sentences, the model is able to extract significant information from the source text and generate a summary. The evaluation of the neural network’s performance using ROUGE scores shows promising results, with moderate to good similarity levels compared to summaries generated by OpenAI’s state-of-the-art language model.

However, there is still room for improvement in the coherence and structural similarity between the neural network-generated summaries and the ideal human-generated summaries. This can potentially be addressed by incorporating more sophisticated techniques, such as attention mechanisms or transformer models, which have shown excellent performance in natural language understanding and generation tasks. Additionally, incorporating more advanced features or exploring ways to improve the interaction between features could also lead to better summary quality.

In conclusion, the neural network-based summarization approach presented in this study is a promising starting point for generating accurate summaries. With further refinement and the incorporation of advanced techniques, the performance of the model can be improved to generate even more coherent and informative summaries.
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